Literacy Collaborative: Grade 5 Week of:Feb 22-26, 2021

Monday
Word Work
Spelling & Vocab
test for Sort 10
Start Quizlet Sort
11
WORD STUDY

Tuesday
Word Work:
Sort 11 - Master
Learn in Quizlet

Wednesday
Word Work:
Sort 11 - Practice
words and Quizlet
live

Thursday
Word Work:
Sort 11 - Practice &
Spelling Pretest

Friday
Word Work:
Sort 11 - Practice,
Vocab Test & Spelling
Test

WORD STUDY

WORD STUDY

WORD STUDY

WORD STUDY

Writing Workshop
Writers make notes
about a text for
evidence to support
statements so they
can include accurate
information.

Writing Workshop:
Writers use textual
evidence to support
their writing so they
add authenticity and
credibility to their
writing.

Writing Workshop:
Writers use
different techniques
to create topic
sentences so that
their writing is more
engaging.

Writing Workshop:
Writers use
organizers to plan
their narrative
writing so their
story has structure
and logical flow.

Writing Workshop:
Writers use
organizers to plan
their narrative writing
so their story has
structure and logical
flow.

Students: will finish
taking notes for their
topics from World
Book (Day 1) and
Explora (Day 2).

Mentor Text: Any
of our Jan. Science
IRA titles.

Mentor Text: Any of
our Jan. Science IRA
titles.

Students: will
continue working on
writing stories.

Students:will
determine their
audience and the
purpose for their
writing - writing a
narrative.
Use the narrative
graphic organizer to
organize their
information into a
story format.

Students: will write
a topic sentence and
determine possible
details. Students will
work on creating
different styles of
topic sentences using
appositives,
subordinating
conjunctions, etc.

Students: will refer
back to their
graphic organizers
to further develop
the details of their
non-fiction
narratives. They
should try to
include appositives
to their writing to
make it more
interesting.
*As students are
finishing stories,
they may go back
and add photos to
enhance their
story.

*As students are
finishing stories,
they may go back
and add photos to
enhance their story.

